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Hayward products work together to provide the ultimate in comfort.
These are just some of the Hayward solutions that can provide you with comfort and cost savings. Your local 
pool professional can help you choose the best combination for your pad.

Comfort 
Solutions
Less work 
More convenience 
Better water quality 
Soothing ambiance

TriStar® Variable- and Two-Speed Pumps save up to 75% every year on energy costs. They provide the ultimate 
comfort and ambiance with advanced hydraulics and speed control that assures minimum energy consumption.

HeatPro® Heat Pump saves up to 80% on energy costs compared to gas heaters. It uses heat from the surrounding air to 
heat water and eliminate wasted energy. Precision electronic temperature controls keep the water temperature consistently perfect.  

Universal H-Series Gas Heaters save pool owners up to 18% on their pool’s energy bill, with industry-leading hydraulics 
that reduce circulation pump run time. They feature environmentally friendly low NOx emissions and a standard cupro nickel  
heat exchanger. 

Hayward Cleaners automatically clean your pool… so you don’t have to. From the world’s only pressure cleaner that rises to 
the top to automatically skim the surface of the water to advanced robotic cleaners that filter and scrub your pool’s tile to the most 
intelligent suction cleaners, Hayward products are engineered and designed to handle whatever debris is thrown at your pool.

Aqua Rite® and Aqua Rite Pro Salt Chlorinators are the simple, safe and affordable approach to pool and spa 
sanitization. They turn ordinary salt into a regenerating supply of fresh, pure chlorine. Pool and spa water stays clean, clear  
and luxuriously soft. 

Pro Logic® Automation takes the work out of owning a pool and spa by automating all essential pool and spa functions, 
water chemistry, custom light shows, pumps, automatic pool cleaners, filters and other backyard functions like landscape lights, 
water and fire features.

Sense and Dispense® Chemistry Automation works with Pro Logic automation series and Aqua Rite Pro salt 
chlorinator. It continuously monitors and adjusts pH and chlorine levels.  

ColorLogic® 4.0 Color LED Lighting offers up to 101 customizable colors, 9 pre-set and 2 custom light shows when 
integrated with Pro Logic controls. They turn water into a thrilling display of choreographed light and color.

Consult with your 
local pool professional 
about Energy Solutions 
products from Hayward.

To get a closer look at Hayward Comfort Products, go to
www.haywardnet.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.

Total System: Pumps I Filters I Heating I Cleaners I Sanitization I Automation I Lighting I Safety
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You won’t believe how far pool and spa equipment has 
advanced since you took the first dip in your pool. Hayward 
has made tremendous strides in pool and spa automation 
and they add up to this: maintenance is taken care of 
automatically, giving you more time to enjoy a vastly 
improved swimming experience. 

Our products allow you to automate not only your pool 
equipment, but your entire backyard. You can manage 
landscape and pool and spa lighting, water features,

Automation 
is the beginning of the ultimate  swimming 
experience — providing previously unimaginable

Automate balancing and cleaning 
for softer, silkier water.

Imagine jets that understand 
aching muscles.

Hotter, greener products make 
you feel better, too.

With LED lighting, a comfortable 
atmosphere surrounds you.

The feeling of silk-soft water on your skin becomes a sensation 
your whole body will notice immediately. You can have this 
experience through automation and a technology called salt 
chlorination. Now chlorine and pH levels can be automatically 
balanced, precisely, using just salt. Red eyes, itchy skin and  
costly chemicals belong to the last century. And when Friday  
rolls around, you have more time to enjoy your pool. 

Automation can even keep your pool clean.  Our robotic pool 
cleaners use no more energy than a standard light bulb. Just 
throw one in, turn it on and enjoy a beautifully cleaned pool.   
It’s that easy. 

Hayward offers a variety of environmentally responsible heating 
solutions that allow you to extend the swimming season and 
immerse yourself in the perfect water temperature every time.  

Hayward heat pumps save up to 80% on operating costs by 
using heat from the surrounding air to heat water. They’re 
quiet and durable even in harsh coastal environments and the 
refrigerant is environmentally friendly. Our gas heaters save up to 
18% on a pool’s energy bill and feature low NOx emissions. We 
can even harness the sun to heat your pool, with leading-edge 
solar technology. Automating any one of these heating methods 
maximizes your comfort and energy savings.

Retrofitting your pool and spa with a Hayward variable speed 
pump can mean relief for aching muscles, as well as high energy 
bills. Remote control of a variable speed pump lets you put just 
the right amount of pressure in the right spot. 
 
Did you know your pool pump is often the second or third largest 
energy consumer after your home’s air conditioner? Replacing it 
with a variable speed, energy efficient pump — and automating 
it — can save up to 75% on your pool operating costs. That can 
add up to as much as $1,200 every year.

Now pool and spa lighting can give you infinite control to light up 
the night. Hayward LED lighting products give you control of 101 
colors, 9 pre-set and 2 custom programmable light shows — all 
adjustable for color, speed, motion and brightness. You can create 
your own themed events by programming light shows to suit any 
mood, from an elegant dinner party to the ultimate teen blow-out.

And a comfortable atmosphere doesn’t have to come at an 
environmental cost.  LED lights use 79% less energy than 
standard incandescent lighting. They also last 20 times longer, 
minimizing replacement costs. 

With Hayward, comfort surrounds you. Labors are taken care of 
automatically, while silky smooth water caresses your skin. You 
bask in the ideal backyard ambiance. And peace-of-mind comes 
as naturally as breathing — knowing you’ve minimized the impact 
on the environment and your wallet.

comfort.
fire pits and much more, without moving from the 
spa. Think of the ambiance you can create. 

Automation can do it all - more quickly and 
efficiently. And it can pay for itself with the energy, 
water, chemicals and time it saves. You won’t  
believe how much better your pool and spa will  
be with automation. 
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